RRD, Ex. 31 at *1-2.
On October 20, 2019, counsel for SKI emailed counsel for LG Chem in reply to LG Chem’s
accusation that Mr. Garcia’s final report did not satisfy Order No. 13. RRD, Ex. 13 at *1. In
particular, SKI disagreed that it acted in contempt of Order No. 13, but stated that it was “fully willing
to continue to address your requests within some reasonable bounds and, if we cannot reach
agreement, to promptly bring the issue before ALJ Elliot[]. We will be sending you the team room
information you have requested that you say is necessary for you to assess whether you can focus any
further file recovery efforts”:
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RRD, Ex. 13 at *1.
On October 21, 2019, SKI produced to LG Chem the first results of Mr. Garcia’s forensic
examination. RRD at 25; RRD, Ex. 102.
On October 21, 2019, SKI disclosed to LG Chem the existence of an additional 19
spreadsheets similar in creation and purpose to the 6125 spreadsheet, bringing the total to 75
spreadsheets created by

as part of the April 2019 documents security sweep.

CMD at 38; CMD, Ex. 85. On October 25, 2019, these nineteen sheets were formally produced to
LG Chem. RRD at 19 n.19; RRD, Ex. 21.
III.

APPLICABLE LAW
Regarding sanctionable spoliation, the Commission has instructed that the moving party must

show:
(1) that the party having control over the evidence had an obligation to
preserve it at the time it was destroyed or materially altered; (2) that the
records were destroyed or materially altered with a “culpable state of
mind”[;] and (3) that the destroyed or materially altered evidence was
“relevant” to the claim or defense of the party that sought the discovery
of the spoliated evidence, to the extent that a reasonable fact finder
could conclude that it would support that claim or defense.
Certain Stainless Steel Products, Certain Processes for Manufacturing or Relating to Same, and
Certain Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 14 (June 9, 2016)
(“Stainless Steel”) (citing Certain Opaque Polymers, Inv. No. 337-TA-883, Initial Determination at
7-8 & n.3 (Oct. 30, 2014) (“Opaque Polymers”), aff’d in relevant part by, Comm’n Op. at 12-19 (Apr.
30, 2015)). Although this standard was given in the context of destruction of evidence following an
order to compel production, it is drawn from the inherent power of a court to manage its own affairs
even in the absence of a discovery order. See Opaque Polymers, Inv. No. 337-TA-883, Initial
Determination at 7-8; Jandreau v. Nicholson, 492 F.3d 1372, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (citing Residential
Funding Corp. v. DeGeorge Fin. Corp., 306 F.3d 99, 107 (2d Cir. 2002) (“Even in the absence of a
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discovery order, a court may impose sanctions on a party for misconduct in discovery under its
inherent power to manage its own affairs.”)).
The Federal Circuit has held that “‘a party can only be sanctioned for destroying evidence if
it had a duty to preserve it.’” Micron Tech., Inc. v. Rambus Inc., 645 F.3d 1311, 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2011)
(citing Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 220 F.R.D. 212, 216 (S.D.N.Y. 2003)). Relatedly, the duty
to preserve evidence “begins when litigation is ‘pending or reasonably foreseeable.’” Id. (citing
Silvestri v. General Motors Corp., 271 F.3d 583, 590 (4th Cir. 2001)). The court made clear that
“[t]his is an objective standard, asking not whether the party in fact reasonably foresaw litigation, but
whether a reasonable party in the same factual circumstances would have reasonably foreseen
litigation,” and, overall, it is “a flexible fact-specific standard.” Id. As to the proper sanction for
spoliation, it is “within the sound discretion of the district court in exercising its inherent authority
and in assuring the fairness of the proceedings before it.” Id. at 1326.
As to a sanction of dismissal or default, it “should not be imposed unless there is clear and
convincing evidence of both bad-faith spoliation and prejudice to the opposing party.” Micron, 645
F.3d at 1328-1329 (citations omitted). As to bad faith, this determination can only occur when “the
spoliating party ‘intended to impair the ability of the potential defendant to defend itself.’ . . . The
fundamental element of bad faith spoliation is advantage-seeking behavior by the party with superior
access to information necessary for the proper administration of justice.” Id. at 1326 (citations
omitted); see Stainless Steel, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 15. “In gauging the propriety of
the sanction, the district court must take into account ‘(1) the degree of fault of the party who altered
or destroyed the evidence; (2) the degree of prejudice suffered by the opposing party; and (3) whether
there is a lesser sanction that will avoid substantial unfairness to the opposing party and, where the
offending party is seriously at fault, will serve to deter such conduct by others in the future.’” Micron,
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645 F.3d at 1329 (citations omitted). The Commission has stated that sanctions for spoliation may
be imposed “so long as the destruction of evidence was ‘blameworthy’ (i.e., with fault), with the
degree of culpability impacting the severity of the sanction.” Steel Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-933,
Comm’n Op. at 14-15 (citation omitted).
As for violations of an order to compel in section 337 investigations, Commission Rule 210.33
states, in relevant part:
(b) Non-monetary sanctions for failure to comply with an order
compelling discovery. If a party or an officer or agent of a party fails
to comply with an order including, but not limited to, an order for the
taking of a deposition or the production of documents, an order to
answer interrogatories, an order issued pursuant to a request for
admissions, or an order to comply with a subpoena, the administrative
law judge, for the purpose of permitting resolution of relevant issues
and disposition of the investigation without unnecessary delay despite
the failure to comply, may take such action in regard thereto as is just,
including, but not limited to the following:
(1) Infer that the admission, testimony, documents, or other evidence
would have been adverse to the party;
(2) Rule that for the purposes of the investigation the matter or matters
concerning the order or subpoena issued be taken as established
adversely to the party;
(3) Rule that the party may not introduce into evidence or otherwise
rely upon testimony by the party, officer, or agent, or documents, or
other material in support of his position in the investigation;
(4) Rule that the party may not be heard to object to introduction and
use of secondary evidence to show what the withheld admission,
testimony, documents, or other evidence would have shown;
(5) Rule that a motion or other submission by the party concerning the
order or subpoena issued be stricken or rule by initial determination
that a determination in the investigation be rendered against the party,
or both; or
(6) Order any other non-monetary sanction available under Rule 37(b)
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Any such action may be taken
by written or oral order issued in the course of the investigation or by
inclusion in the initial determination of the administrative law judge. It
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shall be the duty of the parties to seek, and that of the administrative
law judge to grant, such of the foregoing means of relief or other
appropriate relief as may be sufficient to compensate for the lack of
withheld testimony, documents, or other evidence. If, in the
administrative law judge's opinion such relief would not be sufficient,
the administrative law judge shall certify to the Commission a request
that court enforcement of the subpoena or other discovery order be
sought.
19 C.F.R. § 210.33(b). Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37 states, in relevant part:
(b) Failure to Comply with a Court Order.
....
(2) Sanctions Sought in the District Where the Action Is Pending.
(A) For Not Obeying a Discovery Order. If a party or a party's
officer, director, or managing agent—or a witness designated
under Rule 30(b)(6) or 31(a)(4)—fails to obey an order to
provide or permit discovery, including an order under Rule
26(f), 35, or 37(a), the court where the action is pending may
issue further just orders. They may include the following:
(i) directing that the matters embraced in the order or other
designated facts be taken as established for purposes of the
action, as the prevailing party claims;
(ii) prohibiting the disobedient party from supporting or
opposing designated claims or defenses, or from introducing
designated matters in evidence;
(iii) striking pleadings in whole or in part;
(iv) staying further proceedings until the order is obeyed;
(v) dismissing the action or proceeding in whole or in part;
(vi) rendering a default judgment against the disobedient party;
or
(vii) treating as contempt of court the failure to obey any order
except an order to submit to a physical or mental examination.
(B) For Not Producing a Person for Examination. If a party fails
to comply with an order under Rule 35(a) requiring it to produce
another person for examination, the court may issue any of the
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orders listed in Rule 37(b)(2)(A)(i)—(vi), unless the
disobedient party shows that it cannot produce the other person.
(C) Payment of Expenses. Instead of or in addition to the orders
above, the court must order the disobedient party, the attorney
advising that party, or both to pay the reasonable expenses,
including attorney's fees, caused by the failure, unless the
failure was substantially justified or other circumstances make
an award of expenses unjust.
Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b). The Commission has made clear that the subsections of Rule 210.33 are a
“non-exhaustive list of sanctions that the Commission may order . . . ,” and are separate and apart
from any inherent authority a court (or the Commission) has to control its proceedings, such as that
which was at issue in Micron Tech. See Stainless Steel, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 12, 18.
The Commission has also explained that Rule 37 sanctions and, by extension, Commission
Rule 210.33 sanctions, are “‘not merely to penalize those whose conduct may be deemed to warrant
such a sanction, but to deter those who might be tempted to such conduct in the absence of such a
deterrent.’” Stainless Steel, 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 21 (citing Nat’l Hockey League v. Metro.
Hockey Club, Inc., 427 U.S. 639, 643 (1976)). Along these lines, the Commission in Stainless Steel
rejected a proposed sanction from the respondent in that investigation as it was “no worse than what
[the respondent] contends the destroyed or missing documents would have revealed, without a
deterrent effect. It would encourage, rather than discourage, a party to destroy or not produce critical
evidence to avoid a finding of violation.” Id. at 21-22 (citing Arista Records, LLC v. Tschirhart, 241
F.R.D. 462, 465 (W.D. Tex. 2006); Phillips Elecs. N. Am. Corp. v. BC Technical, 773 F. Supp. 2d
1149, 1213 (D. Utah 2011)). In contrast to sanctionable spoliation, sanctions under Commission Rule
210.33 and Federal Rule 37 do not require proof of bad faith. Opaque Polymers, Inv. No. 337-TA883, Comm’n Op. at 30 (Apr. 30, 2015).
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IV.

ANALYSIS
LG Chem contends sanctions, including default, are warranted due to SKI’s spoliation of

evidence and contempt of Order No. 13. See CMD at 5-6.
A.

SKI’s Destruction of Evidence and Obligation to Preserve

In its opening motion, LG Chem contends that “[a]nticipating litigation in the United States—
and fully aware of its discovery obligations in United States courts—SKI methodically identified,
hid, and attempted to destroy the evidence of its misappropriation of LG Chem’s trade secrets across
its entire battery division.” CMD at 49. LG Chem continues, “[e]ven after this Investigation began,
SKI took no action to remediate those efforts instead choosing to allow its automatic deletion
programs to purge the company’s system of relevant evidence that its employees had dutifully moved
to their recycle bins as the company instructed.” Id. LG Chem argues that this “provides an
independent and separate basis [from contempt of Order No. 13] for the ALJ to enter default against
SKI or impose other sanctions.” Id. at 50.
Spoliation must be evaluated in the context of when an obligation to preserve evidence
begins—which is the date at which the litigation was reasonably foreseeable. See Micron, 645 F.3d
at 1321 (citing Citizens Fed. Bank v. United States, 474 F.3d 1314, 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2007)). Thus, the
threshold question is when litigation within the United States would have been reasonably foreseeable
to a party in the circumstances of SKI.
1.

Following April 29, 2019, the Filing of the Complaint

There can be no dispute, as LG Chem submits, that SKI “had a duty to preserve evidence as
of April 30, 2019, when it learned of LG Chem’s complaint in this Investigation.” CMD at 50
(citation omitted). From this point forward, the record shows SKI both actively and passively
destroyed documents. The April 30, 2019 email sent by SKI employee

in response to

news of the present investigation, and containing an instruction to the recipients to “[d]elete every
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material related to the rival company from every single individual’s PC, mail storage archives and
team rooms. ASAP. Make sure to especially scrutinize SKBA. PCs may even be subject to seizure
and examination. Delete this email after completing this directive” (CMD at 53 (citing CMD, Ex. 2))
demonstrates an active effort. Deposition testimony from a recipient of the email confirmed the
deletion would have been performed (id. at 26 (citing CMD, Ex. 74 at 103:4-9, 104:2-105:13)), and
deposition testimony from a member of SKI’s legal department shows no efforts were made to
remediate

improper instruction, despite the many hold notices flowing throughout

SKI’s personnel from late April to October of 2019 (id. at 26-27 (citing CMD, Ex. 59 at 175:18177:19); see CMD, Ex. 75 at Exhibits A-E).
The record also shows SKI passively allowed documents to be destroyed following April 30,
2019, despite its litigation hold notices. The majority of documents listed in the 75 spreadsheets
issued by

during the security inspection of early April belong to SKI’s team rooms.

See CMD at 20
approximately

spreadsheets alone target for deletion more than
VDI files,

team room files, and

files, including

emails.”); see, e.g., CMD, Ex. 73

at ¶ 15
These figures support

understanding that team rooms are the “official

storage” for each unit. CMD, Ex. 60 at 282:1-4. But

testified that no efforts had been

made to preserve those locations. CMD, Ex. 60 at 142:7-146:17 (“due to the technical issue, that we
weren’t able to”), 281:4-22. Similarly, no efforts were made to preserve any documents in the recycle
bins of these team rooms. Id. at 147:16-149:9 (“the thought had never really crossed my mind”),
153:8-155:8. This is particularly problematic because these recycle bins have a 30-day hold time,
such that any document deleted in response to

April 12, 2019 spreadsheets (i.e., prior to

the filing of the complaint) would have been available for preservation up until May 12, 2019 (i.e.,
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after the filing of the complaint)—a date well after multiple rounds of hold notices. Id. at 132:7-17;
CMD, Ex. 73 at ¶ 13; CMD, Ex. 75 at Exhibits A-D.
Thus, the record shows destruction or loss of documents occurring after SKI received notice
of the complaint underlying this investigation—i.e., after its obligation to preserve evidence began.
The titles and/or filenames of documents listed in

75 spreadsheets show SKI’s team

rooms contained a plethora of documents related to LG Chem. Any of these documents that were
deleted during SKI’s April document security sweep (placed into recycle bins, not permanently
deleted) could have been preserved at the time of the early May hold notices, but were not.
Additionally, SKI took no steps to preserve these locations in the event documents were deleted
(placed into recycle bins or permanently deleted) after April 30, 2019 (e.g., deletion in response to
email).
SKI’s opposition does little to refute this conclusion. SKI does not dispute that the email from
was improper, but contends that “it affected only a small group of employees and does
not suggest an orchestrated effort to delete documents after commencement of U.S. litigation.” RRD
at 3. SKI also argues that “on May 1—the day after

his April 30 email—

received and also sent his team a litigation hold notice.” RRD at 15 (citing RRD, Ex. 1 at 106:14-16;
RRD, Ex. 2). These arguments are of limited value, because while only a small number of employees
received that particular email (see CMD, Ex. 2), the fact remains that no efforts were made to preserve
the primary document repository (including recycle bins) which were the target of a company-wide
orchestrated effort to destroy or rename documents relating to LG Chem (e.g., the 75 spreadsheets
generated using LG Chem-related search terms). See, e.g., RRD at 14-15 (“SKI now realizes that it
could have disabled [the 30-day auto-delete] feature and preserved documents for longer than 30 days,
but at the time it did not occur to SKI to do so.”); RSR at 11-12 (the “failure to disable the 30-day
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auto-delete setting on the recycle bin, while regrettable, was an oversight and not the result of an
intentional effort to delete documents”).
2.

Following April 9, 2019, the Receipt of the Cease and Desist Letter

Clearly, the extent of SKI’s destruction is compounded greatly if its obligation to preserve
evidence began any earlier than April 30, 2019—more specifically, on April 9, 2019, when SKI
received LG Chem’s second cease and desist letter. Both LG Chem and the Staff agree that litigation
in the United States would have been reasonably foreseeable, at least, upon receipt of that letter. SKI
disputes this. I agree with LG Chem and the Staff.
The Federal Circuit has held:
Thus, “a party can only be sanctioned for destroying evidence if it had
a duty to preserve it.” Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 220 F.R.D. 212,
216 (S.D.N.Y.2003). The duty to preserve evidence begins when
litigation is “pending or reasonably foreseeable.” Silvestri v. General
Motors Corp., 271 F.3d 583, 590 (4th Cir.2001). See also West v.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 167 F.3d 776, 779 (2d Cir.1999)
(applying the same standard). Thus, “[s]poliation refers to the
destruction or material alteration of evidence or to the failure to
preserve property for another's use as evidence in pending or
reasonably foreseeable litigation.” Silvestri, 271 F.3d at 590. This is an
objective standard, asking not whether the party in fact reasonably
foresaw litigation, but whether a reasonable party in the same factual
circumstances would have reasonably foreseen litigation.
Micron, 645 F.3d at 1320.
The record shows a reasonable party in the same factual circumstances of SKI would have
reasonably foreseen litigation in the United States over the claims of trade secret misappropriation
mentioned in LG Chem’s April 8, 2019 cease and desist letter. Important to this determination is
consideration of the facts beyond the actual language of that letter.
As noted, on October 23, 2017 LG Chem sent SKI a letter, in the Korean language and
delivered through the Korean postal system, notifying SKI that LG Chem would take “all possible
legal action to protect our trade secrets against your company and our key staff members recruited by
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your company.” CMD, Ex. 43. That letter was followed by successful litigation within Korea, but
against specific individuals who had transferred from LG Chem to SKI in violation of non-compete
employment agreements, and not against SKI directly. See generally CMD, Ex. 44. Nevertheless,
this letter would convey to a reasonable party that LG Chem was concerned at that time about trade
secrets flowing from employees hired away from LG Chem to work at SKI.
LG Chem has provided multiple records showing that SKI’s hiring of LG Chem employees
did not stop with the five individuals named in that prior lawsuit. See generally CMD at 7-12. The
parties are generally in agreement that between 2016 and the present investigation, SKI hired around
one hundred such employees, with 82 of those having
CMD at 7 (citing CMD, Ex. 9; CMD, Ex. 10); CSR at 8 (citing CSR, Ex. 140); SSR at 13
(citing SSR, Ex. 7); RSR at 20 (“LGC has provided a response on this question, which SKI will not
dispute for purposes of this motion.”). That evidence also shows an awareness on the part of SKI that
employees moving over from LG Chem were imbued with knowledge of LG Chem’s battery
technology, and in certain instances, were placed in similar roles within SKI. See, e.g., CMD, Ex. 11
at -6219-6224; CMD, Ex. 12 at -6272-6275; CMD, Ex. 9 at 7-9.
The evidence also shows SKI was interested in incorporating this knowledge into their own
processes. One such exhibit is a February 1, 2018 email from SKI employee
CMD, Ex. 14. The email was sent to a variety of
employees in battery-related units and bears the subject line “Information of the wide width coating
speed of L company.” Id. The body of the email recounts detailed technical information and begins
with “here is comprehensive information of the

status of L company from today’s

LG interviewer”:
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CMD, Ex. 14 at *1-2. Another employee,

replied to

the email with “I am sharing additional information of slurry composition and coating speed with
you . . . . Please refer to your work.” CMD, Ex. 15 at *1-2 (emphasis added). LG Chem provides
additional examples of highly specific information taken from interviews with LG Chem candidates
and, again, shared with SKI’s business units for their own work purposes. See CMD, Ex. 13 (“Please
reference this for work” and including attachment with “L” Industry Trends); CMD, Ex. 16; CMD,
Ex. 17 (scheduling meeting for

new hires’ work experience

presentation” including “Key content: Content of work at company prior to joining SK” and “I am
sharing the materials used by the new hires during the presentation today. Please reference this for
work.”); CMD, Ex. 18 at *1 (describing one candidate with “- In possession of job expertise – Possible
to absorb in L-Company electrode process know-how in short time” and another with “-likely to be
able to obtain a lot of information on other company’s mixing technology”); CMD, Ex. 20 (email
requesting meetings with SKI employees “formerly with L company and S company” for “Competitor
Analysis”).
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One such email, sent on May 4, 2018 from SKI employee
insists on certain topics that should be asked in meetings with SKI employees who
were formerly with L-Company and S-Company—topics on “old company’s” strategy and practices:

CMD, Ex. 21 at *1; see CMD, Ex. 22 (email asking

employees to fill out

for “L Company and S Company”). The list goes on. See CMD at 9-12 (citing
CMD, Exs. 25

26, 27
L-Company
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28
L Company.”), 29, 33 (details of “L
Company

34 (comparing details of SKI with “the other company”), 35 (“we

should make it an absolute requirement for lateral hires to report as to SKI’s problems and points of
improvement based on their previous experiences within a minimum of the first 1-2 months of joining
the company”), 37, 41, 42 (discussing LG Chem information in CMD, Ex. 41)).
That SKI was active in acquiring “L Company” knowledge through its interview process was
even known by others outside of SKI as evidenced by a March 2018 email string between various
SKI employees and consultants at Deloitte. CMD, Ex. 19. The emails bear the subject line “On L
Company Benchmarking” and discuss interview scheduling and procedure. See generally id. As
shown below, the Deloitte contact understood on March 23, 2018 that SKI wanted “Current/past
Samsung/LG employees on battery HR teams or OEM battery procurement teams,” yet on March 25,
2018 reported that “we think recruiting from competitors including the L Company would be
difficult . . . [because] as it became known that we want access to their internal information, search
firms are not responding to our requests any more”:
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CMD, Ex. 19 at *3-4.
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LG Chem has also provided evidence that SKI knew this hiring practice was risky. On
November 22, 2018, SKI employee

emailed fellow members of

with the subject line “Sending reference document for model design Automobile
(Competitor?), attachment “Model Information V1(For Share).xlsx,” and body message “Please refer
to this for work.” CMD, Ex. 30. LG Chem explains the spreadsheet contains its proprietary recipes
for anodes and cathodes, and an earlier version was sent with additional details on June 24, 2018.
CMD at 10-11 (citing CMD, Ex. 31; CMD, Ex. 32). That June 24, 2018 email is from the same
employee,

and bears subject line “This is the only document I organized and took

from there” with the body “Is it not okay if I have this?”:

CMD, Ex. 32.
LG also presents an SKI spreadsheet, listing employees that are either former L Company or
former S company and assigning to each a “Legal Risk review” rating. CMD, Ex. 45. LG Chem
observes “former LG Chem employees hired into marketing or manufacturing positions were labeled
‘low risk,’ while those hired into cell development and research teams were labeled “intermediate”
or ‘high’ risk”:
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CMD, Ex. 45 (excerpted); see CMD at 13.
As noted, on February 12, 2018, SKI employee
instructed his team that there was “ongoing litigation relating to lateral
hiring” and they should thus conduct a “[c]lean-up of the documents relating to the ‘L’ Company” by
moving them away from their normally-stored team room location. CMD, Ex. 47. The email made
explicit note of “[c]ompetitor comparison materials” and “[d]ocuments you took from the ‘L’
Company” as requiring relocation, and further instructed all recipients, “[p]lease don’t save this email
as well!!” Id.
Additionally, a text message conversation in or about July 2018, involving employees in the
notes that
such that if sued, this fact, “along with lateral hires,” “looks
risky” and “[SK] will probably lose”:
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CMD, Ex. 46 at *2 (excerpted). The author also messaged earlier in July that “lateral hires . . .. the
litigation against the five . . . we had destroyed all the documents at that time . . .. They think [we] are
really putting them on check.” Id. at *1. The same day of these messages, July 23, 2018,
were being instructed, as noted above, to “delete everything in the
emails that discuss L-Company. You know why.” CMD, Ex. 48 at *1. Also as discussed above, in
December of 2018, another set of employees,

formerly of LG Chem, discussed

how “LG is . . . preparing a lawsuit. . . So, don’t leave evidence . . . Lol. . . Even regular employees
who moved from LG to SK are . . . subjected to the lawsuit currently being prepared . . . Even texting
or messaging on Kakao talk . . . should not happen, I heard. Lol. . . Lol.” CMD, Ex. 50.
In sum, the evidence demonstrates that a reasonable party in the circumstances of SKI—
leading up to the April 8, 2019 cease and desist letter—would understand that its efforts to obtain
competitor information were widespread throughout its organization, known by entities outside the
organization, and potentially problematic from a legal standpoint.
In parallel with these facts are certain market developments between LG Chem and SKI
occurring prior to the April 8, 2019 cease and desist letter. As described by LG Chem, that letter
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“came on the heels of an important development in the parties’ competition as suppliers as batteries
for electric vehicles”:
SKI and LG Chem competed for a contract to supply batteries for
Volkswagen’s MEB10 platform in the United States. In November
2018, Volkswagen announced “that it has selected SK Innovation as a
strategic supplier of battery cells for production of electronic vehicles
based on [Volkswagen’s] modular electric drive (MED) [sic]
platform.” (Ex. 52, Jung Min-hee, “Volkswagen to Use SK Innovation
Batteries for Next Generation Electric Cars,” BusinessKorea (Nov. 15,
2018)
accessible
at
www.businesskorea.co.kr/news/
articleview.html?idxn0=26587.) After winning this contract, SKI
broke ground on a plant in Commerce, Georgia, in March 2019 to
manufacture batteries for Volkswagen. (Ex. 53, SK01126056 (Ex. 19C
to SKI ITC Compl. ¶¶ 5–7; Ex. 54, “SK Innovation Announces New
Battery Manufacturing Plant in Georgia” BusinessWire (December 3,
2018) accessible at https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/
20181203005133/en/SK-Innovation-Announces-New-BatteryManufacturing-Plant).)
CMD at 16-17. A reasonable party in the situation of SKI would have appreciated from this
development that it was in direct competition with LG Chem over the supply of batteries for electric
vehicles in the United States, was successful in that competition as of November 2018, and even
broke ground on a manufacturing plant in the United States a few weeks before the April 8, 2019
cease and desist letter. Further, and in light of the extensive and widely known effort to hire electric
vehicle battery personnel from LG Chem, it would be reasonable for that same party to expect LG
Chem to question whether its propriety information led to this successful U.S.-based contract. Indeed,
the very non-compete lawsuit which LG had filed against the five individuals employed at SKI found
the individuals would have been valuable to SKI in order to enable SKI, a “late-comer” in the field,
to compete with LG Chem:
B. Judgement [sic]
....
ii) When the following factors are considered, there is sufficient reason
to deem that the Obligee possesses trade secrets and other information
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worth protecting with regard to its automotive battery business: the
superior status and market share of the Obligee in the automotive
battery business domestic and global market; the fact that the Obligee
spends considerable R&D costs; that the Obligee appears to possess
relatively greater strength even in the field of battery packs which has
relatively higher value-add compared to the supply of cells, which is
the basic component; that SK Innovation has not been able to achieve
comparable performance in the automotive battery business; that SK
Innovation appears to be in a late-comer position in the automotive
battery business compared to the Obligee in terms of position in the
domestic and global markets and R&D spending; and that SK
Innovation appears to have started active investment in the automobile
battery business only recently.
CMD, Ex. 44 at *6. And again, in a public interview on November 18, 2019, and on the subject of
this very motion for default and sanctions, Mr. Joon Kim, CEO of SKI stated “while LG Chem claims
that Vice Chairman Hak-Chul Shin, who was newly appointed this year, is leading this litigation, it
is obvious from the fact that LG Chem has sent certified letters since 2017 [to SKI] requesting SKI
to ‘stop recruitment of personnel which has high possibility of leading to leakage of trade secret and
technical information,’ that this lawsuit has been in the works for a long time.” CPR, Ex. 103.
Thus, when LG Chem’s April 8, 2019 letter arrived on April 9, 2019, and stated, “we are
deeply concerned with your company’s attempt to recruit the key staff members currently employed
in our battery department through your recruitment process in the first half of 2019” and “we will
consider taking all possible legal action against your company and our key staff members recruited
by your company if our trade secrets are infringed or at risk of being leaked” (CMD, Ex. 51), it would
have been reasonable for a party in SKI’s circumstances to foresee legal action in the territories in
which the former LG Chem employees and their knowledge was utilized or could be perceived to
have been utilized. The record shows the United States is one such territory.
Accordingly, under Micron, SKI had an obligation to preserve evidence surrounding the hiring
and subsequent employment of former LG Chem employees in the electric vehicle battery business
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starting on April 9, 2019. 645 F.3d at 1320 (“When litigation is ‘reasonably foreseeable’ is a flexible
fact-specific standard that allows a district court to exercise the discretion necessary to confront the
myriad factual situations inherent in the spoliation inquiry.”).
SKI, of course, disputes this determination, but the main problem with its argument is that it
does not take into account the totality of circumstances leading up to the April 8, 2019 letter. SKI
does not address the evidence LG Chem presented and reproduced above, that in the years leading up
to April 2019, SKI actively sought out LG Chem personnel and their knowledge of LG Chem’s
processes for its own purposes. See RRD at 66-72. Nor does SKI address the apparent legal risk in
this practice or its successful competition with LG Chem for business within the United States in late
2018 stemming from that practice. See id.
For example, SKI’s discussion of its own emails is limited to the blanket assertion that “the
[emails from 2018] that LGC cites specifically mentions the Korean litigation in connection with the
deletions, and it in no way supports a reasonable expectation of impending U.S. litigation.” RRD at
68-69 (citing CMD at 14, 51; CSE1 (emphasis in original)). SKI does not actually discuss which
emails it is referring to here, but upon review of SKI’s citations, the only emails which could be read
as “mention[ing]” Korean litigation would be CMD, Exs. 47, 50 and CSE1, Ex. 95. See CMD at 14
(citing CMD, Ex. 47), 51 (citing CMD, Ex. 50); CSE1 (citing CSE1, Ex. 95-98 (exhibits 96-98,
however, are from 2019)). CMD, Ex. 50 is not particularly relevant as it does not mention litigation
in any particular jurisdiction (CMD, Ex. 50 (LG is . . . preparing a lawsuit . . So, don’t leave
evidence . . .Lol . . . Even regular employees who moved from LG to SK are . . . subjected to the
lawsuit currently being prepared.”)); and the other two, while discussing the “ongoing litigation” and
future strategy in response thereto, constitute just two facts to consider for the reasonable party in
SKI’s circumstances, and otherwise support the general notion that there was acknowledged risk
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surrounding SKI’s practice of hiring LG Chem personnel, such that evidence of this strategy should
be deleted. See CMD, Ex. 47 (“Please manage so that the relevant materials would not exist in the
Team Room. Please don’t save this email as well!!”); CSE1, Ex. 95 (“Subject: RE: (Please delete
after reading) Result of Injunction Prohibiting L Company Battery Business Job Transfer and
Strategies for Responses – Including MPRS Categorization”).
Admittedly, SKI does discuss in detail the contents and circumstances of the April 8, 2019
letter. And while it is true the letter was written in the Korean language and delivered via the Korean
postal system, and bears strong similarities to the 2017 letter which resulted in litigation against
individuals—not SKI itself—within Korea (see RRD at 66-68), these are just a few aspects of the
letter to consider. For example, both letters contain the threat, not mentioned by SKI, of taking legal
action explicitly against SKI, the company, to protect trade secrets. CMD, Ex. 43 (“our trade secrets,
technological information, and knowhow are highly likely to be disclosed. As such, we have no
choice but to take all possible legal action to protect our trade secrets against your company and our
key staff members recruited by your company.”); CMD, Ex. 51 (“Should these specialists [you are
planning to recruit] join your company, our trade secrets, technological information, and knowhow
are highly likely to be disclosed. . . . we will consider taking all possible legal action against your
company and our key staff members recruited by your company if our trade secrets are infringed or
at risk of being leaked.”). Contrary to SKI’s suggestion, the April 8, 2019 letter cannot fairly be
faulted for failing to “refer[] to potential litigation in the United States nor contain[] instructions to
preserve documents” (see RRD at 68), as it is SKI, not LG Chem, who would know how and where
LG Chem’s information was being utilized. And even with all this said, the entire letter is just one
event out of many for the reasonable party in the same factual circumstances as SKI to consider.
Micron, 645 F.3d at 1320.
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The caselaw which SKI discusses also does not help its case. In Rockman Co. (USA), Inc. v.
Nong Shim Co., Ltd., 229 F. Supp. 3d 1109 (N.D. Cal. 2017), the court’s inquiry was limited to a
consideration of whether a “foreign government’s investigation primarily if not exclusively on
domestic price fixing” would give rise to a duty to preserve evidence “because litigation in the United
States could someday be commenced.” See 229 F. Supp. 3d at 1112. The court’s inquiry was so
limited because the relevant evidence was correspondingly limited to letters and other events entirely
between the Korean government and the defendant. See generally id. In other words, there was no
evidence, or even allegation, that that plaintiff itself had put the defendant on notice that it was
considering legal action based on the activities at issue in that case. See id. at 1122 (“The main
question I must address—as framed by plaintiff’s motions—is whether a duty to preserve information
enforceable by plaintiffs here arose when the KFTC started its investigation in Korea.”), 1125 (“Here
there was simply an investigation in Korea by a Korean governmental agency into the Korean
market.”). The present circumstances are quite distinct (even though SKI has itself also been raided
by the Korean government over these matters (see RRD at 69 (citing RRD, Ex. 84; RRD, Ex. 99))),
and unlike LG Chem, a private entity, the Korean government has no ability to bring a suit in the
United States for the activities at issue in that case or any others.
Lunkenheimer Co. v. Tyco Flow Control Pac. Party Ltd., No. 1:11-cv-824, 2015 WL 631045,
at *6 (S.D. Ohio Feb. 12, 2015) is also inapposite. That dispute involved royalty payments in
connection with a license agreement. 2015 WL 631045 at *1. In a discussion of the issues relevant
to this investigation, the court stated that “[the defendant] is not excused from an obligation to
preserve evidence simply because it is a foreign company,” but explained that “[h]owever, the only
place litigation might at some point have been anticipated was in New South Wales, Australia—not
Ohio or anywhere else in [the] U.S.” Id. at *6. The court held this after considering that “[the
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defendant] is an Australian company with offices and facilities only in Australia . . . . Australian Law
governs the License and was the anticipated jurisdiction for License-related disputes. . . . No
significant sales of Licensed Products were made into the U.S., and PFCP had (and has) no U.S.
presence.” Id. Again, the present circumstances are quite different. At the time of the April 8, 2019
letter, SKI had not only won a contract for business within the United States, but had begun domestic
construction of facilities in connection with that business. The counter-defendant in Lunkenhiemer
also had alleged the duty to preserve arose from an email from the defendant in which the only threat
of action was no further royalty payments under the license due to IP ownership questions. See id.
Again, that threat is quite different from the threat in LG Chem’s April 8, 2019 letter, and based on
the court’s territorial findings of fact, could not possibly result in litigation in the United States.
Goodman v. Praxair Services, Inc., 632 F. Supp. 2d 494 (D. Md. 2009), on the other hand,
supports finding a duty to preserve stemming from LG Chem’s April 8, 2019 letter. In that case, the
court settled on a particular letter among a long line of communication between the parties as
triggering a duty, because it “openly threatens litigation” and “noted [the plaintiff] had consulted two
attorneys regarding the matter, and advised [the CEO of the defendant] that if he was ‘forced to
litigate,’ then he could potentially receive damages in excess of the disputed amount from the
contract.” Goodman, 632 F. Supp. 2d at 511. LG Chem’s April 8, 2019 letter contained a similar
threat (CMD, Ex. 51 (“we will consider taking all possible legal action against your company . . . if
our trade secrets are infringed or are at risk of being leaked”)), and the years of preceding litigation
in Korea gave fair notice that trade secret theft was a prime concern over SKI’s hiring of LG Chem
employees (see CMD, Ex. 44 at *5 (“A. Argument of the Obligee . . . . As a result, there is concern
of irreparable damage arising from leakage of the Obligee’s trade secrets and other information to
competitors”), 5-6 (“B. Judgement [sic] . . . . When the following factors are considered, there is
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sufficient reason to deem that the Obligee possesses trade secrets and other information worth
protecting with regard to its automotive battery business. . . . that SKI Innovation has not been able
to achieve comparable performance in the automotive battery business”)).
Accordingly, the totality of the evidence demonstrates a reasonable party in the same factual
circumstances as SKI leading up to the April 8, 2019 cease and desist letter would reasonably foresee
litigation in the United States over trade secret misappropriation. Thus, a duty to preserve evidence
was triggered on April 9, 2019, upon receipt of that letter.
With that duty established, there is no dispute, nor can there be, that significant amounts of
LG Chem documents were intentionally destroyed or at least targeted for destruction after April 9,
2019, due in no small part to the security inspection initiated by
See, e.g., RRD, Ex. 7 at ¶ 24 (stating 368 Team Room documents listed in the
6125 spreadsheet were still there); CMD, Ex. 64 (listing 774 Team Room documents). SKI alleges
that the inspection and corresponding destruction was “routine” and without culpable intent. See
RRD at 8-11, 64-72, 74-77; RSR at 3 (“nearly all the document deletion at issue happened before
LGC filed its Compliant”). This is discussed next.
B.

SKI’s Culpable State of Mind

As noted, the next issue is whether “the records were destroyed or materially altered with a
‘culpable state of mind.’” Stainless Steel, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 14. The Federal
Circuit has held “[t]he fundamental element of bad faith spoliation is advantage-seeking behavior by
the party with superior access to information necessary for the proper administration of justice” and
bad faith must result from more than a “conclusion of spoliation and [a] note that the document
destruction was intentional.” Micron, 645 F.3d at 1327 (citing Mathis v. John Morden Buick, Inc.,
136 F.3d 1153, 1155 (7th Cir. 1998)). The court also summarized the proper inquiry as whether the
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destroying party “intended to impair the ability of the potential defendant to defend itself.” Id. (citing
Schmid v. Milwaukee Elec. Tool Corp., 13 F.3d 76, 80 (3d Cir. 1994)). The evidence of record
overwhelming supports that the destruction occurred with a culpable state of mind and to impair the
ability of LG Chem to prove SKI possessed its information.
The instructions accompanying the April document security inspection, in which the
instructions themselves were also supposed to be deleted, are especially noteworthy:

CSE1, Ex. 96;
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CSE1, Ex. 97. There is no non-inculpatory reason why instructions to conduct an ostensibly
legitimate document purge would themselves need to be purged, and SKI has offered no such reason
here.
In addition to these mid-April records, the April 30, 2019 deletion directive from
also contains the instruction to “[d]elete every material related to the rival company from every
single individual’s PC, mail storage archives and team rooms. ASAP” along with “[d]elete this email
after completing this directive”:

CMD, Ex. 2 at *1. Although this particular email does not directly refer to the April document
security inspection, or the spreadsheet which

generated for this unit, it comes in

direct response to news of the present investigation. Id. at *2. The only reasonable inference is that
deletion directive was sent to impair the ability of LG Chem to pursue its present
claims.
Indeed, multiple records show the April document security inspection was intended to impair
litigation over trade secret misappropriation. At times, this was stated explicitly, as in the April 16,
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2019 meeting minutes of

“Document security inspection review . . . The

purpose is to prevent in advance problematic issues should a legal dispute arise with a competitor”:

CMD, Ex. 3 at *1.
Although technically not subsequent to the April 9, 2019 date on which SKI’s duty to preserve
evidence began, earlier records show SKI intended to delete documents to make them unavailable for
LG Chem, or any other competitor, to use in litigation. See CMD, Ex. 47 (stating “[t]here is ongoing
litigation relating to lateral hiring,” “Please manage so that relevant materials would not exist in the
Team Room,” “Please don’t save this email as well!!,” and “3) Documents you took from the ‘L’
Company”); CMD, Ex. 48 (“Please delete everything in the emails that discuss L-Company. You
know why”); CMD, Ex. 46 (stating “the litigation against the five” and ”we had destroyed all the
documents at that time”); CMD, Ex. 50 (“LG is . . . preparing a lawsuit . . . So don’t leave evidence .
. .Lol”); see CSE2, Ex. 144 (stating “[t]here has been a request to destroy all the materials related to
B. Business strategy through the contact from the secretary’s office” and “For all individuals, please
destroy materials saved in inboxes and PC”).
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The intent to impair litigation after April 9, 2019 is also clear from the undisputed fact that
75 document security spreadsheets, sent on April 12, 2019, were generated with LG
Chem-related search terms. See, e.g., CMD at 39 (discussing false positives); CMD, Ex. 60 at 121:4122:17; CMD, Ex. 64 at Tabs “Team Room,” “Mail” (spreadsheet for
CMD, Ex. 23 (spreadsheet for

);

CPR, Ex. 108; see generally CSR, Ex. 113

at Exhibit C (all 75 spreadsheets). There is no legitimate reason to target LG Chem documents in this
way other than to avoid their discovery in litigation. Indeed, SKI practically admits this through its
theory that such practices are acceptable in Korea, with Korea being the only jurisdiction in which
litigation was reasonably foreseeable. See RRD at 2 (“until [April 30, 2019], the only reasonable
conclusion that SKI could have reached was that if litigation were to be brought by LGC, that
litigation would be in Korea, not the United States”); RSR at 6 (“In Korea, there is nothing improper
with removing documents in this fashion . . .”).
SKI’s defense that the April document security inspection targeted at LG Chem documents
was “routine” so as to prevent “misunderstandings” (see RRD at 9-10 ; RSR at 6, 8-9) is unpersuasive.
SKI was specifically asked to brief the nature of such “misunderstandings,” because SKI’s description
of them in its initial opposition was circular. See RRD at 9 (describing company policy of not storing
documents that could be “misunderstood” where “misunderstood” meant having an appearance of
violating company policy); see Order No. 28. SKI offered no meaningful answer. Instead, SKI
merely references how avoidance of “misunderstandings” “is set forth in a
memorialized in the

(RSR at 8 (citing RRD, Ex. 8 at ¶¶ 7, 10; RSR, Ex.

103 at ¶ 3)), and the term had been used in the past (id. (citing RRD, Ex. 9; RSR, Ex. 103 at ¶¶ 410)); see generally RSR at 8-9).

repeated the same story at deposition (CSR, Ex.
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142 at 88:3-89:17, 309:21-310:9), as did SKI employee

(CSR, Ex. 143 at 239:3-

240:1). If there is any meaning to the term, it appears to be a reference to documents that would be
illegal to possess or would indicate other wrongdoing, as described in a declaration from SKI’s
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RSR, Ex. 103 at ¶¶ 6-10; see RRD, Ex. 8 at Exhibit B

see also CSR, Ex. 143 at 239:17-240:1 (“The way I understand was to inspect
things such as things that are not necessary or things that we think that should not be there”). This is
not a benign, exculpatory explanation.
Moreover, the evidence uncovered through discovery shows the document security
inspection’s true purpose was not to remove any documents that could be “misunderstood,” but to
remove LG Chem documents or documents containing LG Chem processes and information, or—if
they were truly needed—rename them or edit their content so as to make them harder to find. This is
shown clearly in the April 19, 2019 email chain from

“Please find

the work duty process below. From the competitors’ information, you can sort and delete only the
information related to L Company or change the file name. (It is said that other competitor
information is not an issue)”:
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(CMD, Ex. 1 at *1); and the April 15, 2019 email chain from SKI’s

—“If

you do not really need a document, please delete it, and if you do need it, please be sure to delete the
company name from the title and content”:

(CMD, Ex. 96 at *1). See CMD, Ex. 70 at 95:1-101:15 (detailing changed filenames for documents
that were still needed); CMD, Ex. 81 at 177:2-9; Ex. 72 at Tab “Team Room” (Action Details, Name
Change).
This strategy seemingly aligns with SKI’s submissions in this investigation regarding
discovery disputes. For example, in response to a motion to compel discovery into additional storage
locations (1159-008), SKI emphasized that searching document filenames and indices over actual
content are all that is called for:
At the same time, the benefit to LGC of additional searching of the
entire contents of the team rooms is minimal given that SKI has already
thoroughly searched for documents within the team room indices and
from more than
relevant custodians, which include all former LGC
employees. With respect to technical documents, SKI worked
diligently to select those most relevant, including from the team rooms,
and produced them to LGC, and LGC has not provided any specific
examples showing gaps in SKI’s production or any other deficiency.
Similarly, SKI has provided LGC with substantial discovery relating to
the trade secret misappropriation allegations. SKI ran the “LG Chem”
related search terms across all
team room indices, producing more
than
documents. SKI has also produced the indices of the team
rooms, allowing LGC to see the files names and file paths and to make
reasonable, targeted requests for specific additional documents; indeed,
when LGC has made such requests in the past, SKI has promptly
provided the requested documents.
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EDIS Doc. ID 690978 at 14; see CMD at 22 n. 15 (describing changed file names in reference to Mot.
1159-007).
Furthermore, in response to SKI’s contention that such search terms were used to deal with to
an observed leak of SKI information to LG Chem occurring in late 2018 (see RRD at 10 (“Internal
audits

group had performed in 2018 showed that there were documents that could give

rise to misunderstanding with respect to LGC and were therefore removed. . . . For these reasons,
keyword searches included the terms ‘LG’ and ‘L sa,’ as well as the terms ‘competitor’ and
‘action plan.’”)), I specifically asked SKI to explain this contention in their December briefing, and
answer “why was the proper response to delete the documents rather than find out more about the
transfers to LG Chem?” (see Order No. 28).

Much like its response on the nature of

“misunderstandings,” SKI’s answer to this question is not meaningful. SKI briefly describes the facts
surrounding the 2018 discovery of information sent to LG Chem, before shifting to why removal of
documents is acceptable under Korean law and why the April 8, 2019 letter triggered no duty to
preserve. See RSR at 4-7. The discussion does not answer the question, and the theory otherwise
makes no sense on its face. An effort to locate LG Chem technical information in SKI’s emails, VID,
and team rooms has no clear connection to the transmission of SKI technical or pricing information
to LG Chem, nor is there a clear reason why this effort would occur nearly half-a-year later, nor is it
clear why the proper response was to destroy what was found. The theory was also seriously undercut
by the deposition of

who testified that “I think its’s more fair to say that the purpose of

this inspection was purposes other than leakage, because the data leakage is something that is
inspected on a realtime basis in general . . . Right. Because I think the document security inspection
does not really—it’s not so relevant to our information being leaked out.” SSR, Ex. 1 at 300:5-301:2.
For these reasons, SKI’s “leak-to-LG Chem” explanation is untenable.
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Finally, SKI’s inaction regarding preservation of documents previously deleted and put into
team room recycle bins per the April document security inspection (i.e., after April 30, 2019), and
allowance of those documents to auto-delete after 30 days, is itself a form of bad faith destruction.
The record shows team rooms are the primary storage location for documents that would be relevant
to this litigation:

CMD, Ex. 14. As noted, SKI’s response here is that it was an “oversight” (RSR at 11), and
after first evading the question, replied it “had never really crossed my mind”:
Q. What efforts, if any, were undertaken to keep the team room
deletion folders from dropping documents out after 30 days?
A. So because of the insufficient or lack of space issue, it – if no
deletion happens, and the new information keeps on generating, it
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could actually affect our – the actual service. So what we are talking
about right now is increasing the space to 50 terabytes.
Q. That’s not my question. My question is, subsequent to May 7th,
what if any, things did you do to make sure that the recycle bins , which
are normally retained only for 30 days, didn’t automatically start
dropping deleted documents out of the system.
A. Well, first of all, the thought of keeping the recycling bin from
doing that had never really crossed my mind. And I’m not really sure
whether that is technically possible or not.
CMD, Ex. 60 at 147:7-148:3. This explanation is not credible given the amount of effort SKI claims
it undertook immediately after April 30, 2019 to preserve documents in other locations (see generally
RRD, Exs. 8, 14, 15; RRD at 13-14, 73)—including email recycle bins, as explained by SKI’s IT
personnel:
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RRD, Ex. 14 at ¶¶ 2-5.
Thus, the most reasonable inference is that SKI intentionally allowed the documents in team
room recycle bins to disappear after April 30, 2019 for the same reason those documents were put in
the recycle bins in the first place prior to April 30, 2019—to hinder LG Chem’s trade secret
misappropriation case. SKI’s general position on this issue is both inconsistent and implausible. SKI
states that “[i]t is also clear that if the recycle bin omission were, contrary to the evidence, the result
of some deliberate effort to delete documents, that effort was an obvious failure: the numerous
documents on which LGC’s motion is based were all preserved, collected, and produced to LGC, as
a result of the successful preservation efforts of SKI described above.” RRD at 74. This assertion
cannot be reconciled with SKI’s other statements on why team room documents were not preserved
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(see RRD at 13-14, 14 n.15, 18) and its employees’ silence regarding any team room preservation in
their declarations (see RRD, Ex. 14; RRD, Ex. 15). And SKI’s assertion that “documents on which
LGC’s motion is based were all preserved” is similarly incompatible with its admission that “SKI
regrets the deletion of documents relevant to this Investigation.” RRD at 83.
Accordingly, clear and convincing evidence shows that SKI’s destruction of documents
following both April 9, 2019 and April 30, 2019 was done with a culpable state of mind and with the
intent to hide evidence of trade secret misappropriation.
C.

The Documents’ Relevance and Prejudice to LG Chem

A last factor to consider for spoliation is whether “the destroyed or materially altered evidence
was ‘relevant’ to the claim or defense of the party that sought the discovery of the spoliated evidence,
to the extent that a reasonable fact finder could conclude that it would support that claim or defense.”
Stainless Steel, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n Op. at 14. The Federal Circuit has described this
factor as one of prejudice, holding “[p]rejudice to the opposing party requires a showing that the
spoliation ‘materially affects the substantial rights of the adverse party and is prejudicial to the
presentation of his case.” Micron, 645 F.3d at 1328 (citing Wilson v. Volkswagen of Am., Inc., 561
F.2d 494, 504 (4th Cir. 1977)). The court continued, “a party must only ‘come forward with plausible,
concrete suggestions as to what the destroyed evidence might have been’” (id. (citing Schmid, 13 F.3d
at 80)), and added, “[i]f it is shown that the spoliator acted in bad faith, the spoliator bears the ‘heavy
burden’ to show a lack of prejudice to the opposing party because ‘a party who is guilty of . . ..
intentionally shredding documents . . . should not easily be able to excuse the misconduct by claiming
that the vanished documents were of minimal import’” (id. (citing Anderson v. Cryovac, Inc., 862
F.2d 910, 925 (1st Cir. 1988))).
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Regardless of whether SKI or LG Chem has the burden on this question, the record
overwhelmingly shows both that the destroyed evidence was relevant to the issues in this investigation
and prejudicial to LG Chem. The claim at issue in this investigation is “the importation into the
United States or the sale within the United States after importation of [lithium-ion batteries, battery
cells, battery modules, battery packs, components thereof, and processes therefor] by reason of the
misappropriation of trade secrets, the threat or effect of which is to substantially injure an industry in
the United States.” 84 Fed. Reg. 25829. Relevance to this claim is most immediately shown through
the 75 spreadsheets generated for the April document security inspection which list the titles of
documents targeted for review and deletion. A few examples below from just the 6125 spreadsheet
(delivered to

and cited in LG Chem’s original motion to compel) illustrate

the relevance and prejudice:
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CMD, Ex. 64 (Tab “Team Room”);
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id.

LG Chem’s motion provides another set of filenames from the spreadsheet destined

for the

which LG Chem argues “directly implicate LG Chem

and its trade secrets”:

CMD at 39 (citing CMD, Ex. 86). LG Chem provides additional examples from the spreadsheet
belonging to
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Id. at 39-40 (citing CMD, Ex. 92). One particular example from this spreadsheet further shows SKI’s
approach to divining LG Chem information from hiring interviews:

CMD, Ex. 92 at *6. LG Chem has certainly shown “‘plausible, concrete suggestions’ as to what the
spoliated evidence might have been, which satisfies any burden [LG Chem] might have had in seeking
sanctions.” Opaque Polymers, Inv. No. 337-TA-883, Comm’n Op. at 17; Micron, 645 F.3d at 1328.
On this point, SKI argues that the destroyed documents are only possibly related to the issue
of whether “SKI received information from LGC’s files.” RRD at 77. Accordingly, SKI argues there
is no relevance to whether “the alleged trade secrets it asserts in this case are, in fact, trade secrets”
(see RRD at 78-81; RSR at 27-28), whether “SKI used each of [the] asserted trade secrets” (RRD at
81; RSR at 28-29), or whether “the importation of an accused product would give rise to an actual or
threatened substantial injury to a domestic industry” (RRD at 81-83; RSR at 20-27).
SKI’s minimization of what the destroyed evidence “might have been” (see Micron, 645 F.3d
at 1328) is unrealistic and does not satisfy its “heavy burden” given that it acted in bad faith (see id.).
For example, on the matter of SKI’s use of the trade secrets in imported products, the evidence
recounted above shows SKI deliberately sought to gain LG Chem proprietary information through
the interviews and subsequent employment of LG Chem personnel, and then, after receiving that
information, distributed it amongst its teams with the instruction to use the information for their own
work. See, e.g., CMD, Ex. 15 at *1-2 (“I am sharing additional information of slurry composition
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and coating speed with you . . . . Please refer to your work.”); CMD, Ex. 16 (“Please find attached
PPT file containing information about interviewees for ongoing hiring. Please look through them. It
may be helpful.”); CMD, Ex. 17 (scheduling meeting for

new

hires’ work experience presentation” including “Key content: Content of work at company prior to
joining SK” and “I am sharing the materials used by the new hires during the presentation today.
Please reference this for work.”); CMD, Ex. 18 at *1 (describing one candidate with “- In possession
of job expertise – Possible to absorb in L-Company electrode process know-how in short time” and
another with “-likely to be able to obtain a lot of information on other company’s mixing
technology”); CMD, Ex. 21 at *1; CMD, Ex. 22 (email asking
to fill out “Mixing Information” for “L Company and S Company”); CMD, Ex. 25 (“

recruited

member seminar materials . . .
). These examples
alone are sufficient to show “might have been” relevance to SKI’s use of LG Chem trade secrets in
any imported accused product. SKI’s assurance that “LGC has all of the evidence it needs to show
any actual use of its alleged trade secrets in the accused products” is both self-serving and misses the
point. RRD at 81. And SKI’s assertion that “LGC nowhere cites evidence showing that any alleged
trade secret exists in any SKI product or process” (RSR at 29) similarly misses the point of the present
inquiry—which is ascertaining the nature of documents SKI destroyed after it had the duty to
preserve.
On this particular topic, as to which briefing was directed in Order No. 28, LG Chem cites
three additional documents which had been targeted for deletion but were otherwise produced. CSR
at 4 (citing CSR, Exs. 126, 127, 128). The first two discuss tariff strategies and how that could affect
importation of materials to the United States for SKI’s business purposes. See, e.g., CSR, Ex. 126 at
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*5; CSR, Ex. 127 at *1. The third is a comparative analysis of SKI’s and LG Chem’s U.S. presences
and production capability. CSR, Ex. 128. SKI dismisses these documents as not linked to any
accused product, or as having “no apparent connection to importation, much less importation of an
accused product embodying an alleged trade secret.” RSR at 27. SKI again misses the point. The
issue is whether these documents, as having been marked for deletion by SKI in response to the April
document security inspection, shed light on whether other destroyed documents “might have been”
relevant to the issues of use or importation. Given the content of these documents, it is clear that
documents regarding importation “might have been” among those purged during the April document
security inspection.
LG Chem also cites filenames of documents lost to destruction (and thus, not produced) which
are additionally suggestive of information relevant to importation. See CSR at 6. SKI does not appear
to address these (see generally RSR), and its overall argument that the evidence which has been
produced shows importation cannot be satisfied (see generally RSR at 26-27; RRD at 46-48) is beside
the point.
Relatedly, on the matter of whether LG Chem adequately protected it secrets or, put another
way, whether that information was actually “secret,” the now-destroyed records of SKI’s interviews
and lateral employee presentations would unquestionably bear on this issue. These records would
show why SKI took its chosen approach to learning the information (e.g., information that is not
otherwise obtainable publicly) and the context in which it was communicated (e.g., information about
to be revealed is not only not public but highly guarded). Evidence already uncovered and made part
of the present record is illustrative here. For instance, CMD, Ex. 21 is an SKI communication that
outlines topics which should be asked of LG Chem interviewees, listing many topics that would be
obviously closely-guarded if not strictly confidential:
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CMD, Ex. 21 at *1. CMD, Ex. 35 is another communication from around the same time emphasizing
that “we should make it an absolute requirement for lateral hires to report as to SKI’s problems and
points of improvement based on their previous experiences
” and “we plan to require lateral hires to go through this procedure prior to the
end of probation period.” CMD, Ex. 35 at *1-2. Additional records explaining or informing why
such a practice should be an “absolute requirement” would be relevant to whether such information
is secret or not.
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CMD, Ex. 32 is an email from ex-LG Chem employee

from around the same

time, bearing the subject line “This is the only document I organized and took from there” with the
body “Is it not okay if I have this?”:

CMD, Ex. 32. Additional records of ex-LG Chem employees sharing LG Chem information would
be probative of the sensitivity of the conveyed information, like this communication, and would thus
be relevant to whether information is secret or not. See, e.g., CSR, Ex. 130 (“Dear Team Leader, I
am sending the rival company comparison materials. . . . Even the

is

based on the information obtained a few months ago, and it’s also hard to know the current state of
improvement.”) (emphasis added). The most reasonable inference is that the deletion of these records
(and the deletion of the deletion instructions, in some circumstances) “would have been entirely
unnecessary if SKI—or the former LG Chem personnel that it hired—legitimately believed they had
a right to possess them because LG Chem did not keep them secret or protect them as confidential.”
CPR at 13-14.
On this topic, which I again requested briefing on, LG Chem cites three additional documents
targeted for deletion but otherwise produced. CSR at 4 (citing CSR, Exs. 129, 130, 131). And LG
Chem cites additional filenames that were not recovered and thus not produced, for the same purpose.
See CSR at 6. SKI does not address either set in its reply. See RSR at 27-29. The produced records
show highly detailed specifications for aspects of LG Chem’s battery production that are unlikely to
be public information (see generally CSR, Exs. 129, 130, 131), and a few of the lost document
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filenames on their own suggest they contain disclosures of LG Chem information by ex-LG Chem
employees (e.g., “Report on Disposal of Previous Employment” and “LG chemistry presentation.
Battery related Q&A”). Thus, these documents additionally support finding destroyed documents
“might have been” relevant to whether LG Chem’s trade secrets were adequately protected as secrets.
SKI’s response to these points begins with the heading “The Deleted Documents Do Not Bear
on Whether LGC Can Prove It Has Protectable Trade Secrets” (RRD at 78), but the discussion quickly
devolves into an argument about why LG Chem cannot show it adequately protected its information
given what is in the record (see RRD at 78-81 (arguing LGC cannot show it restricted access, cannot
show it followed its own security practices, failed to adequately train its employees, has been unable
to show all employees sign NDAs, etc.); RSR at 27-28 (discussing same)). This, too, misses the point.
The last issue for which SKI disputes relevance is whether “the importation of an accused
product would give rise to an actual or threatened substantial injury to a domestic industry.” For
background, LG Chem explains its injury is tied to SKI’s misappropriation “as part of a larger plan
to catch up and then compete against LG Chem in the United States market for electric vehicle (‘EV’)
battery products.” CSR at 2. As noted, part of this competition involved the contract for the
Volkswagen MEB battery program. It also involved batteries supplied to Ford. CMD at 1 n.1, 2, n.2,
5. LG Chem contends that “[t]heft of LG Chem’s BOMs and other trade secrets allowed SKI to
understand LG Chem’s cost structure and underbid LG Chem for

contracts.” CSR at

3. LG Chem alleges that “[t]he Accused Products include components used to make battery cells,
many of which SKI imports or will import, and which embody the trade secrets.” Id. at 2 (emphasis
in original). Thus, the issue becomes whether destroyed evidence “might have been” relevant to this
theory.
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That standard is met. LG Chem cites three documents in particular which had been targeted
for deletion in the April document security inspection but were otherwise produced. CSR at 3 (citing
CSR, Exs. 121, 122, 125). The second of these documents is particularly meaningful. It is an email
and attachment from

, from August 2018 (i.e.

shortly before SKI was awarded the MEB contract), with the subject line “[Urgent request related to
Competitor BOM Estimate Request.” CSR, Ex. 122 at *3. The email “urgently request[s]”
“competitor’s BOM as much as possible for analysis of the competitor’s economic feasibility and
linkage coeffeicient.” Id. at *4. The most recent responses in the email chain refer to “old competitor
information” and include an attachment “EBOM_
reference:
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_competitor.xlsx” for the recipient’s

CSR, Ex. 122 at *1. The attachment appears to have details on what would have been LG Chem’s
battery:
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Id. at *4; see id. at *5-12. This is strong evidence that LG Chem’s design was used in SKI’s effort to
compete for

business, and that other documents targeted for destruction, but not

otherwise recovered, “might have been” relevant to LG Chem’s injury theory. Other evidence in the
record shows the same usage, including the email from

which links an intense

document deletion effort specifically upon notice of this investigation and a focus on respondent
SKBA—the entity created to satisfy the

and other domestic programs. See CMD, Ex. 2; see,

e.g., CSR, Ex. 130 (
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LG Chem’s other cited documents, on their own, do not appear particularly
probative of whether its trade secrets were used in connection with the competition, however.
LG Chem also cites filenames found in the 75 spreadsheets that were targeted for deletion but
not produced in this investigation, and thus presumed lost. CSR at 6. Based just on their names,
these appear probative of injury, certainly meeting the “might have been” standard. See id. (listing
“

_ Competitor Cost Comparison. 3. Xlsx.,” “. . . FW [Request for material cost calculation]

RE [urgent request related to

] Competitor BOM estimate request.msg,”

L Company

_Report on Competitor’s Electrode.xlsx.”).
SKI’s opposition on the relevance of the destroyed materials to injury is not persuasive. Like
the issue of whether LG Chem’s information is secret, SKI’s initial discussion addresses the merits
of LG Chem’s claims on the current record, as opposed to what its own lost documents would have
shown. See RRD at 81-83. In its responsive brief, SKI mostly does the same, summarily stating that
“LGC and Staff do not and cannot explain how any possibly deleted documents could overcome this
record” (RSR at 23) and “[r]ather than address this record demonstrating no injury, LGC claims
without support that deleted documents would be relevant to the issue” (id. at 23). As explained, the
first point is irrelevant and the second is not accurate. LG Chem has provided examples of relevant
documents targeted for deletion yet produced, and filenames of “might have been” relevant
documents also targeted but, in fact, deleted. Tellingly, nowhere in SKI’s response do they discuss
the exhibits summarized above, namely, CSR, Exs. 121, 122, 130.
To be sure, SKI may be right that a complete factual record would show LG Chem has not
and will not be injured by SKI’s importations into the United States electric vehicle market. The
problem is that SKI has prevented development of a complete factual record through its intentional
and culpable destruction of documents having anything to do with “LG Chem,” “L Company,” “L
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competitor,” and the like. See, e.g., CMD, Ex. 2 (“Delete every material related to the rival company
from every single individual’s PC, mail storage archives and team rooms. ASAP. Make sure to
especially scrutinize SKBA. PCs may even be subject to seizure and examination.. Delete this email
after completing this directive.”). The prejudice to LG Chem across all issues in this investigation,
not just injury, is palpable and surely meets the standard set forth in Micron.
D.

SKI’s Non-compliance with Order No. 13

Beyond spoliation, LG Chem’s motion also claims SKI is in contempt of the directives of
Order No. 13 and should be sanctioned accordingly. CMD at 46-49. The Staff concurs (SRD at 1516).
The background of the motion to compel that led to Order No. 13 is outlined above. In sum,
the order issued in response to LG Chem learning of the 6125 spreadsheet and SKI’s explanation (in
its opposition to forensic examination) that the 6125 spreadsheet was generated in response to an
otherwise routine document security inspection taking place in April 2019. Thus, an overarching
purpose of Order No. 13 was to order SKI to recover any document that may yet still exist within
SKI’s possession, notwithstanding the April document destruction effort. So the first directive of
Order No. 13 stated, “Respondents shall immediately engage their currently retained electronic
discovery and forensics consultants, who shall search for and attempt to recover all documents and
associated electronic information relating to either LG Chem or the subject matter of this investigation
that have been deleted by Respondents, including but not limited to the documents referenced in
SK00066125.” Order No. 13 at 4. In order to ensure that no documents still in existence were left
out from later production, either intentionally or inadvertently, a second directive required SKI to
conduct its recovery effort in full view of an LG Chem expert (id. (“Respondents shall notify LG
Chem of when and where Respondents’ consultants’ forensic examination will begin, and permit one
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of LG Chem’s retained consultants to attend and observe the process.”)), and required the forensic
work to comply with industry standard practices and other obligations contained within an
Attachment A appended to LG Chem’s original motion (id. at 4-5).
Those obligations were created and incorporated into Order No. 13 in response to the nature
of the 6125 spreadsheet, which clearly but suspiciously targeted LG Chem information within an
allegedly “routine” document security policy. In order to assess the truthfulness of that description,
SKI’s obligations included, but were not limited to:
•

SKI will provide all internal SKI documentation which relates to the Security
Audits/Inspections and is related to the inspections performed in April of 2019, as well
as both prior and subsequent inspections, including all communications or
documentation which relates to the justification and need for the April 2019 Security
Audits/Inspections.

•

SKI’s investigations will determine exactly who and how the search terms were
developed for the April 2019 inspections, as well as both prior and subsequent
inspections.

•

SKI’s investigations will determine exactly how files were deleted.

•

Appropriate individuals within each applicable

will be

interviewed without their supervisors present, to determine what they were told to do,
when they were told to do it and by whom. If those individuals identify others who
were involved, they will be interviewed without their supervisors present.
•

SKI’s investigation will include a targeted review of email communications
surrounding the April 2019 audits, to determine and document any discussions which
relate to the intent of the audits.
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See Order No. 13 at 5; EDIS Doc. ID 689017 at Attachment A. SKI was ordered to provide a sworn
statement describing the work undertaken, relevant persons consulted and interviewed, and the
results, within seven business days; and then produce all materials recovered by that process within
ten business days. See Order No. 13 at 4-5.
LG Chem contends SKI’s efforts failed to satisfy Order No. 13 for a number of reasons: SKI
limited its search to only those documents listed in the 6125 spreadsheet and the unit to which that
spreadsheet was directed

(CMD at 31, 36-38); SKI did not attempt to

look into communications regarding, and the origins of, the April 2019 document security inspection
(id. at 32, 35-36); and SKI performed significant forensic work outside the observance of LG Chem’s
expert (id. at 32-35, 38-41).
The latter two arguments do have some merit, but their impacts on the analysis are greatly
outweighed by that of the first argument.

SKI does not and cannot dispute that its forensic

examination efforts were limited to finding and producing the documents listed in the 6125
spreadsheet. SKI states:
The results of the work Mr. Garcia performed pursuant to Order No. 13
are set forth in his final report. . . . Mr. Garcia focused on locating files
contained on the 6125 spreadsheet and one part of his exam focused on
recovery of deleted files on custodian data sources subjected to his data
file recovery software.
RRD at 25;
Although SKI’s forensic expert ultimately arranged for another set of
interviews with SKI IT staff to obtain additional information on SKI’s
overarching IT topography, as a practical matter if the expert had any
chance of completing the analysis as to even the 6125 spreadsheet within
the time allowed by Order No. 13, processing of data sets could not be
delayed. Ex. 17, Garcia Decl., ¶ 22.

id. at 52;
First, as the evidence recited in the factual background section (at Section
II.A.6.e) makes clear, SKI did not refuse to extend the forensic process
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that had been completed for the 6125 list. To the contrary, during the
forensic process, SKI (i) indicated to LGC that extending the process to
all additional lists would require months beyond the discovery deadline
and (ii) sought to reach a resolution on a scope that could be completed
without affecting the procedural schedule of the Investigation.

id. at 52-53;
Thus, in SKI’s Opposition to LGC’s underlying motion to compel
(Mot. Dkt. No. 1159-007), SKI stated that “it has already taken diligent
steps to look for [the 6125] documents. As a result of those efforts, of
the 980 documents listed on SK00066125, SKI has found 612
documents which were reviewed for production to LGC.” SKI Opp. to
MTC Forensic Collection [Mot. Dkt. No. 1159-007] at 10 (Oct. 1,
2019). SKI’s approach also was consistent with the mandate of Order
No. 13, which required SKI to focus the forensic exercise on files “that
have been deleted”—not on files that still existed. Order No. 13 at 4.
id. at 56;
As discussed, once the scope of the task expanded with the additional
spreadsheets, SKI engaged in a nearly constant set of communications
with LGC seeking to resolve disputes about how to complete work within
the scope of Order No. 13 without resort to further motion practice (or at
least disputed motion practice). See, e.g., Ex. 23, Email from S. Sobin to
B. Reiser, dated Oct. 9, 2019, at 9:57 am (Korea time) (with attachment);
Ex. 23, Email from S. Sobin to B. Reiser, dated Oct. 9, 2019, at 12:27 pm
(Korea time); Ex. 23, Email from S. Sobin to B. Reiser, dated Oct. 10,
2019, at 5:38 am (Korea time).

id. at 57;
With respect to Order No. 13, although SKI was unable to comply in full
in the period allowed, SKI also did not deliberately disregard or undermine
the Order. To the contrary, SKI did everything that it believed possible to
comply, given the limited time available and the scope of work required
on the 6125 spreadsheet alone. SKI does not dispute that more work was
necessary to forensically examine each of the spreadsheets, but its conduct
is not analogous to the deliberate destruction of evidence and attempts to
cover up that destruction in Certain Stainless Steel Products and Certain
Opaque Polymers.

id. at 61;
Likewise, here, SKI made good faith efforts to comply with Order No. 13.
Although SKI was unable to expand the forensic process applied to the
6125 list to all the additional lists within the time allowed by Order No.
13, as described above, SKI undertook “reasonable and diligent” efforts to
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comply. See LGC Br. at 43, 48 (acknowledging that a contempt finding is
inappropriate where party has made such efforts).

id. at 64. And the final report submitted by SKI’s expert, Mr. Arnold Garcia, states in numerous
places that gathered data sets were compared to the emails and files listed in the 6125 spreadsheet—
and no others. See CMD, Ex. 63 at ¶¶ 6-17.
SKI nonetheless argues that it “diligently attempted to meet the requirements of Order No. 13,
which called for a complex forensic examination and required a final report be provided within seven
business days.” RRD at 51, 53 (“because SKI’s shortcomings were not for lack of trying, there is no
need for further deterrence”). SKI also contends that the limitation of scope to the 6125 spreadsheet
was justifiable because LGC somehow consented to the limitation. See, e.g., RRD at 54 (“Although
LGC has identified alleged shortcomings with the forensic process, it ultimately accepted that process
as sufficient to meet its needs. . . . As discussed below, LGC’s arguments about the forensic process
should be rejected.”).
The record is to the contrary. Admittedly, in retrospect (considering the factual history
provided above, and the discussions regarding spoliation) the duties imposed on SKI by Order No.
13 may appear strict and exceedingly burdensome. The spirit and terms of Order No. 13 would have
required SKI to investigate the circumstances of and recover documents listed in all of the 75
spreadsheets sent out to its various business units within ten business days. So it is now clear SKI
was never going to be able to fully comply with Order No. 13 in the timeframe allotted.
But it cannot be overemphasized that at the time of the order, SKI had not yet revealed—not
to me, to LG Chem, or to the Staff—that 74 other spreadsheets beyond the 6125 spreadsheet had
issued across its organization, even though SKI personnel had known that fact for months. Indeed,
LG Chem was not apprised of the existence of additional spreadsheets until the effort to comply with
Order No. 13 had begun, and even then, SKI asserted that only 58 others existed:
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CMD, Ex. 62; CMD at 38. The remaining 19 spreadsheets (including two blanks) were revealed and
produced almost two weeks later. CMD, Ex. 85; CMD at 38.
Order No. 28, which issued after the 75 spreadsheets were known to exist, specifically asked
SKI to brief “[w]hen did [it] realize that, due to the vast number of documents ordered to be produced
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under Order No. 13, compliance with the deadlines contained in Order No. 13 was impossible?”
Order No. 28 at 3. SKI’s response was:
In short, SKI was not in a position to confirm whether SKI could meet
the deadlines set forth in Order 13 with respect to any spreadsheet or to
reliably assess the additional time that would be needed for additional
spreadsheets until the methodology was substantially implemented for
the first. That said, it was clear to all parties by October 10 that the
deadlines set forth in order 13 would likely be impossible to meet if
extended to the full set of spreadsheets.
RSR at 16 (emphasis in original). Despite this knowledge of impending non-compliance, SKI argues
that LGC, through its expert, Mr. Bolanos, somehow gave permission for SKI to limit the search
effort to the 6125 spreadsheet. See, e.g., RRD at 19 (“Given the time and resources available, Mr.
Garcia and Mr. Bolanos agreed that it made sense to focus on completing review of the data of 33
SKI employees who had received the 6125 spreadsheet . . . .”). Mr. Bolanos states in his declaration
that “[a]dditionally, Mr. Garcia’s report references steps that I was not aware of or invited to observe.
I observed as much of the forensic work as permitted, but I did not exercise any control or authority
over SKI’s and Mr. Garcia’s work.” CMD, Ex. 82 at ¶ 15. SKI’s response is that “LGC disputes that
Mr. Bolanos agreed to the limitation to the 6125 custodians, citing Mr. Bolanos’s declaration . . . yet
neither in that cited paragraph, nor in any other paragraph of that declaration does Mr. Bolanos
specifically state that he had such a disagreement or that he was excluded from the discussion of the
issue.” RRD at 19 n. 20.
This explanation is not persuasive for at least six reasons. First, Order No. 13, and the search
directives referenced therein, do not in any way suggest Mr. Bolanos should direct the search effort
or define its scope, but only that he be allowed to “attend and observe.” Order No. 13 at 4. SKI knew
of this non-controlling role “[b]efore the forensic examination even began” (RRD at 19 n.21), as
shown in its counsel’s October 8, 2019 communication to LG Counsel, which stated that “consistent
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with Order No. 13 our intention is to allow your expert to attend and observe the process. If there is
some issue along the way where your expert feels this is not occurring, he should feel free to bring it
to my attention or through LGC’s counsel to other members of our team and we will endeavor to
address that” (RRD, Ex. 24). The plain terms of Order No. 13 make clear the forensic examination
was to be performed by SKI—and not LG Chem (or its consultant expert) from within SKI’s systems.
LG Chem’s expert was in no way empowered to control when Order No. 13 would be satisfied.
Second, SKI argues that “yet neither in that cited paragraph nor in any other paragraph of
[CMD, Ex. 82] does Mr. Bolanos specifically state that he had such a disagreement [over limiting
forensic efforts to the 6125 spreadsheet] or that he was excluded from the discussion of the issue.”
RRD at 19 n.20. There is a plain difference, however, between Mr. Bolanos acting with authority
over the search process and failing to state a disagreement with SKI’s limiting of the search to the
6125 spreadsheet. Silence from Mr. Bolanos cannot reasonably be inferred to mean permission from
the party in this context, especially where there is no communication from LG Chem counsel to SKI
counsel that Mr. Bolanos acted with their authority.
Third, email correspondence between counsel prior to the experts’ investigation, regarding
logistics, undermines SKI’s position. On October 7, 2019, counsel for SKI wrote, “I understand that
a request was made in a call that LGC be permitted to have an attorney attend this process. That was
not specified in order 13 and we do not agree to that. Regard, Sturge.” RRD, Ex. 18 at *1-2. Clearly,
SKI properly understood, and insisted, that it was in control and responsible for satisfying the terms
of Order No. 13. And SKI concedes that it “understood that it would need the ALJ’s approval if a
resolution [over the scope of Order No. 13] could not be negotiated, or if the time needed to be
enlarged to complete the project . . . .” RRD at 58.
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Fourth, and perhaps most persuasive of all, are those additional and repeat communications
from LG Chem over email and phone during October 8-9, 2019, explaining the search effort should
not be limited to the 6125 spreadsheet or

Notably, this particular unit is

not even the most relevant to LG Chem’s trade secret claims, because
focuses on non-United States product lines. SSR, Ex. 15 at 102:11-15; CMD, Ex. 84 at 124:1-12
covers or is responsible for Asia, and
covering all other countries”); CMD, Ex. 93 at 15:21-16:2 (“Q.

is
involved

with the development of a lithium ion battery for any customer in the United States. A. No.”).
Indeed,

was only a starting point, because the 6125 spreadsheet was the

first of its kind to be discovered by LG Chem and happens to pertain to this team. This further
demonstrates that an intentional limitation of the forensic effort to this group’s documents or
personnel without leave was not appropriate.
Fifth, SKI in fact filed for leave to modify the deadline for the interim status report, as called
for in Order No. 13, when that deadline became unobtainable. RRD at 22; RRD, Ex. 100. Why SKI
did not do the same for its other obligations under the order is unclear, and goes entirely unexplained
by SKI.
Sixth, SKI should have understood in connection with LG Chem’s motion to compel, and
from the outset, that documents beyond the 6125 spreadsheet were implicated. SKI even notes in its
opposition that at the teleconference preceding the motion, I stated that “if SK has the documents that
are responsive, it really shouldn’t matter how you do the search, what terms you use, or anything like
that. If you have them, you gotta produce them.” RRD at 56 (citing RRD, Ex. 39 at 22:7-10).
Accordingly, it was unreasonable and contemptuous for SKI and its expert to limit their search
efforts to the 6125 spreadsheet in contravention of Order No. 13. Moreover, even if it was reasonable
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to limit the examination due to the size of the underlying data set (i.e., spreadsheets beyond the 6125
spreadsheet), the time to bring this to my attention would have been in SKI’s opposition to the motion
preceding Order No. 13, or, at the latest, alongside their October 10, 2019 motion to extend the
deadline for the interim status report—the same day SKI alleges “all parties” knew full compliance
was impossible. RSR at 16. SKI nonetheless argues, in opposition to the imposition of sanctions,
that “once the scope of the task expanded with the additional spreadsheets, SKI engaged in a nearly
constant set of communications with LGC seeking to resolve disputes about how to complete work
within the scope of Order No. 13 without further resort to further motion practice (or at least disputed
motion practice).” RRD at 57. To the contrary, the record shows SKI knew of the additional
spreadsheets since their creation, months before LG Chem’s motion to compel;

surely did

not forget that he sent out 74 spreadsheets at the same time as the 6125 spreadsheet.
Had this expanded scope been brought to my attention at the time of Order No. 13 or shortly
thereafter (with explanation of its effect (i.e., not in a footnote)), the Order could have been modified
to extend the investigation as justice and the circumstances required. Yet this was not done, and SKI
has offered no plausible explanation why. Instead, the task of informing me that satisfaction of Order
No. 13 was not possible, given the breadth of SKI’s intentional spoliation, was left to LG Chem and
the present motion for default and sanctions.
Therefore, given the current posture of the investigation, and the circumstances, SKI’s noncompliance with Order No. 13 was intentional and sanctions under Commission Rule 210.33 are
warranted. 19 C.F.R. § 210.33(b) (“If a party or an officer or agent of a party fails to comply with an
order [compelling discovery] . . . the administrative law judge, or the purpose of permitting resolution
of relevant issues and disposition of the investigation without unnecessary delay despite the failure to
comply, may take such action in regard thereto as is just . . . .”).
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V.

APPROPRIATE SANCTIONS
This case involves allegations of trade secret misappropriation. Key to litigating such a case

on its merits is to reliably ascertain what information is in the possession of the alleged misappropriator. Thus, unlike other intellectual property-based section 337 investigations (e.g., patent,
trademark, etc.) and some non-intellectual property-based investigations (e.g., false advertising), this
type of investigation is particularly sensitive to and prejudiced by acts of spoliation. Compliance with
orders directing discovery into what information is possessed by a respondent is, obviously, equally
critical. As determined above, this investigation suffers from both spoliation and contempt of a such
an order.
The tests for determining the proper sanctions for each differ, however. For the particular
type of spoliation which occurred in this investigation, the ability to sanction SKI comes from an
inherent authority to control litigation and the adjudicative process. See Organik Kimya v. Int’l Trade
Comm’n, 848 F.3d 994, 1001-2 (Fed. Cir. 2017). This requires me to, inter alia, consider the efficacy
of sanctions lesser than outright default—the specific remedy LG Chem and the Staff contend is
appropriate. Micron, 645 F.3d 1328-29 (citing Schmid, 13 F.3d at 79). Sanctions under Commission
Rule 210.33, on the other hand, do not require such a consideration. Organik, 848 F.3d at 1003.
Given that this case involves both types of misconduct, it is appropriate to apply the stricter of the
two standards—i.e., whether sanctions less than default are sufficient.
On this question, LG Chem argues SKI’s actions are egregious, because “deleting, moving,
hiding, and altering evidence, the continuous cover up, and violations of [Order No. 13]—
demonstrate a clear intent to impair the Commission’s ability to investigate SKI’s unfair acts.” CMD
at 59. The Staff concurs, stating that “the evidence of SKI’s spoliation, SKI’s ensuing actions in
response to Order No. 13, and the prejudice to the process of a Section 337 investigation could support
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a finding of bad faith on the part of SKI and a default judgment.” SRD at 16. SKI argues that only
an “adverse determination” should issue, and only as to “the fact that SKI acquired certain LGC
information . . . .” RRD at 1; see RRD at 4, 49, 53-54, 64, 65.
Contrary to SKI’s suggestion, default is the only appropriate remedy here. The spoliated
evidence has direct relevance, or at least “might have been” relevance, to almost all aspects of LG
Chem’s trade secret claim. Indeed, all issues in this investigation ultimately flow from the initial act
of misappropriating information.

If the extent of misappropriated information has become

unascertainable due to spoliation, which the record evidence most strongly supports, then naturally
all subsequent issues are affected. Consequently, LG Chem’s ability to pursue its case and my ability
to oversee a fair and timely investigation on the merits have been significantly prejudiced. The
evidence overwhelmingly shows this prejudice was the result of acts committed with bad faith, with
the intent to create this exact impairment. SKI’s efforts to comply with Order No. 13, which was
intended to undo or ameliorate the spoliation known to have existed at the time, fall drastically short
of reasonable, given the scope of the spoliation now known.
The ALJ in Opaque Polymers found that “[n]o sanction short of default is available to return
the parties to the position in which they would have been but for the deliberate destruction by
[respondent] of evidence potentially favorable to [complainant].” Inv. No. 337-TA-883, Initial
Determination at 99, aff’d, Organik, 848 F.3d at 1003-4. The ALJ in Stainless Steel found that “given
the extent of [respondent’s] misconduct, the ALJ finds that all aspects of the investigation have been
tainted since it will never be clear whether the record before the ALJ and the Commission is complete
and accurate.” Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Initial Determination at 40, aff’d in relevant part, Viraj Profiles
Ltd. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 697 Fed. Appx. 699 (Fed. Cir. 2017). Both descriptions are equally
applicable to the position into which SKI has thrust this investigation. Moreover, one purpose of
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sanctions under Rule 37, and its corollary, Commission Rule 210.33, is “not merely to penalize those
whose conduct may be deemed to warrant such a sanction, but to deter those who might be tempted
to such conduct in the absence of such a deterrent.” Nat’l Hockey League, 427 U.S. at 643. SKI’s
proposed remedy of a single adverse inference (i.e., not even an adverse determination) provides no
deterrent value to parties presently active in section 337 investigations (e.g., Inv. No. 337-TA-1179),
or those who may come here in the future. See Opaque Polymers, Inv. No. 337-TA-883, Comm’n
Op. at 15-16 (emphasizing the need for deterrence); Stainless Steel, Inv. No. 337-TA-933, Comm’n
Op. at 21 (“The adverse ruling proposed by [respondent] amounts to a penalty that is no worse than
what it contends the destroyed or missing documents would have revealed, without a deterrent
effect.”).
VI.

INITIAL DETERMINATION AND ORDER
For the reasons presented above, LG Chem’s motion (1159-013) is granted. Respondents SK

Innovation, Ltd. and SK Battery America, Inc., are hereby found to be in default, and pursuant to
Commission Rule 210.16(b)(4), they “shall be deemed to have waived [their] right to appear, to be
served with documents, and to contest the allegations at issue in the investigation.” 19 C.F.R. §
210.16(b)(4). All pending motions are denied as moot. As there are no other respondents to the
investigation, and LG Chem does not seek a general exclusion order, there are no further issues in
this investigation to be adjudicated. Accordingly, the investigation is hereby terminated in its
entirety. This initial determination, along with supporting documentation, is hereby certified to the
Commission.
Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this Initial Determination shall be the determination of the
Commission thirty (30) days after the date of service of the initial determination, unless a party files
a petition for review of the Initial Determination within five (5) business days after service of the
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initial determination pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.43(a), or the Commission, pursuant to 19 C.F.R. §
210.44, orders, on its own motion, a review of the Initial Determination or certain issues herein. Any
issue or argument not raised in a petition for review, or response thereto, will be deemed to have been
abandoned and may be disregarded by the Commission in reviewing the Initial Determination
pursuant to 19 C.F.R. §§ 210.43(b) and (c).
Within seven days of the date of this document, the parties shall submit to the Office of the
Administrative Law Judges a joint statement as to whether or not they seek to have any portion of
this document deleted from the public version. If the parties do seek to have portions of this document
deleted from the public version, they must submit to this office a copy of this document with red
brackets indicating the portion or portions asserted to contain confidential business information. The
submission may be made by email and/or hard copy by the aforementioned date and need not be filed
with the Commission Secretary.
SO ORDERED.

_____________________________
Cameron Elliot
Administrative Law Judge
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